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During the sixty years that Catholic University has had a Law School and the sixteen years that we have had a Law Review, no year has held such potential for advancement as the year which is just ahead.

We have left our crowded, crumbling quarters on 18th Street, N.W. and are now located in a new building on the campus of the University.

Of more importance to the Review than the new facilities which the move has made possible, is our expansion from a semi-annual to a quarterly publication. With the aid and encouragement of the University, we embark on our new venture.

We of the Board of Editors are pleased to initiate this expansion by printing three lead articles which are not only written by distinguished legal personalities, but which we consider well written even by their high standards.

Professor Pasley, who left the wilds of Ithaca to summer in Washington, writes a provocative piece on the "Law School in the University." His systematic treatment of the history of legal education is so thoroughly done and so uniquely appropriate to our present circumstances that we are confident that it will long stand as an important contribution to this Review.

Justice Traynor examines the expanding due process clause in language that reminds this writer of the magnificent prose of Winston Churchill. He points out the difficulties inherent in regulating criminal procedure by constitutional mandates, especially when the Supreme Court compounds the problem by its deliberate vagueness.

Judge Holtzoff joins the ranks of many eminent jurists when he chooses to grapple with the elusive problem of the "vitality of the common law." We are certain that many of our readers will find it interesting and informative.
to view the evolution of the common law through the eyes of this controversial sitting judge. We of the Review thank Judge Holtzoff not only for his article, but also for addressing the annual Law Review Banquet.

Professor Rohner assumes a perilous position somewhere between Senator Dodd and the National Rifle Association when he traces the “Right to Bear Arms” from the colonial musket to the modern machine gun. Extremely comprehensive research reveals that the second amendment was a constitutional phenomenon and discloses the fact that gun legislation faces more serious obstacles from state constitutions than from the second amendment.

As the last *id.* is removed from quasi-statutory material and the editors contemplate insuring the copy for its journey to Montpelier, Vermont, wherever that is, we enthusiastically expect Volume XVI to be a memorable edition of the Catholic University Law Review.

—The Editors